It all turns over,
like lambs climbing across the wooly backs of a sitting sheep
and ram, like two birds flying, twirling in the air.
A young deer, mouth open wide, springs straight up into the air,
catches a bug, drops back down. Then he bounds up again, leaps
through the wild grass, disappears around the corner of the house.
On the beach, out near the white-top churning foam, twenty three
seagulls gather for day-end consultations, watching the ocean draw
in toward them with a roar, fall away with a sigh; while across the
arroyo, the flowers gather in large cream-colored bunches. A black
bird flies west, curves back north along the rim of the sea, while a
cloud the size of a city, all white and dark gray topped in light, floats
ashore in the air, heads inland toward the evergreen-tipped
mountains, like white lambs climbing across the wooly backs
of a sitting sheep and ram, as two black birds fly twirling,
twirling through blue air.

This morning along the creek
For Margaret's birthday
Monday morning, as I neared the creek, I saw a tall white egret
looking down at the water. She heard me, spread her
white wings, stretched her long neck upward, flapped her soft
wings a few times and floated up into the warm air, like a pure white
paper kite catching an updraft, paused in the air above the creek
water and, with the cool breeze under her wings, flowed upstream,
where, as the sunlight fell through the tree branches, she glided
white down and disappeared into the green foliage.
It is your birthday today, or someday soon, a blessing for us all.
Let this long white egret floating silently above the morning sunlit
creek be one of your presents.
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Postcard on the farm, to Amy
March 10th, 2002

Last Monday, out the kitchen door,
a twenty foot tall tree-bush flowered into white
when the sun came out, while the weather felt warm,
like spring, after weeks of regular cold rain.
Then Thursday night froze again. Friday morning the car's
windshield was frozen over - thick ice, white and crystalline,
transluscent, frost covered the wooden deck nearby.
Sunday morning, it's not cold anymore, the tree-bush
is dry and off-white now, while quite a bit of light green shows
behind it. And toward the pond, a blue and red-striped bird
sits still on the bare pear tree, while, on the pond, amid the
small ripplings, a Canadian goose is honking, honking, while the
other geese walk slowly along in the grass, pecking for worms
(except for Goostav who sits alone), while, on the near end of
the pond the white swan swims slowly back and forth, her beak
orange with black stripes, her eyes staring, black beads that shine.

the gods are in the deer
the gods are in the deer
because at night
they walk silently to the end
of the grass on the promotory
and stare, in their own ways, out at the ocean
the gods are in the deer
because they have never sneered
because they live and run in silence
the gods are in the deer
because when a child deer
is out walking through the grass
with the family, three family members
walk beside the child, on three sides, keeping eye
on all directions. The gods, in silence, are in the deer.

Some mornings, as the light

Some mornings, as the light rises in the sky, as the fog fades, the trees fill
with singing birds. Beyond the knoll, the white foam colors the exact
place where the ocean meets the sand, then there's the long rolling blue
out to the horizon, then the blue of the sky going all the way up from
there. This morning is calm. The white foam rises as it nears the shore;
Without end, the vast water is undulating. We meet by the water.
The wild rabbits and we. The wild rabbits and the deer.
The deer and we. I stand now by the door of the deck.
They stand in the side yard. We meet by the water. Wild silent rabbits
more often appear alone. The wild rabbit comes up on his haunches,
cocks his head a little to one side, white paws up and ready and, without
moving, looks out at the rolling water. The deer, usually in small
families, silent, come slowly along. One will look up
from the grass, look out at the whole ocean before us.
As the whitecaps near the beach, they fall
and, as they fall, they roar.

Theresa in her garden
1.
In winter, along with the cold rains and early night,
grow the chrysanthemums.

In March and April, maybe a few beginning in February,
come the tiny crocus, reaching right out of the wet
ground,
Then daffodils of every color, the white narcissus, the
tulips. In April, all the apple trees blossom. In May, the
roses rise up and release their perfume in every
direction. In midsummer, the days long and warm, the
Queen Anne's lace spreads white all across the fields.

2.
Theresa walks among her lanes of flowers, they with
their shy white, yellow, red, blue heads, their slim green
arms reaching up toward the sky, pulled up by the
warmth of the sun behind clouds;
She feeds them, pouring down cool arcs of
translucent blue water;

She walks among the flowers, tucking them into their
damp dark earthen beds;
She utters a deep loud "oh" on seeing the bright reds,
upon lifting up lush fuchsias with bright thick bells and,
hanging down from them, long tassels of white.

3.
Early in the morning, she comes awake in my arms. "I
have to get up to water the babies. I just planted new
ones yesterday. They'll need lots of water. It's going to
be a hot day today."

4.
In the late summer heat grow sunflowers,
chrysanthemums, penstemons, lavender, pink and white
Japanese anemones, red hot pokers (almost like tiny
pine cone-sized evergreens in orange, yellow, and red).
At the end of August come the four o'clocks, pink, white
and yellow.
Then, in the fall comes the rain. In the lengthening
darkness come the first long nights of frost.

5.
In our winter bed, she dreams of her flowers, they with
their shy white, yellow, red, blue heads, their slim green
arms reaching up toward the sky, the green arms pulled
up by the nourishing warmth of the sun behind clouds;
she feeding them, pouring down cool, cool arcs of
translucent blue water;
She walking ever so slowly among them, tucking them
into their damp dark earthen beds; in her dream she
hears herself uttering a deep loud "Oh" on seeing the
bright reds, upon lifting up the lush fuchsias with their
bright thick bells and, hanging down from them, in the
bright dream sunlight, their long pure tassels of white.

The years

to Polly

The sun lowers soft yellow toward
the glowing waves. Clear blue water
flows up the sand, covers my feet,
ice cold, flows back away with a
hiss. The name of every grain of sand
is in gravity's open mouth.
Thin sweating runners sprint north
along the beach, carrying black
batons, picking up speed
as they pant toward the horizon.
The faster the sun goes down,
the darker it gets, the faster they run.
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About The Eye Staring Straight Into Mine:
"Joy of life abounds in these poems -- and human feeling and delight in small things: moss, crickets,
butterflies. These are poignantly - and accurately set against the nuclear backdrop that hovers at the
edge of the world. "
Clive Matson - poet and teacher
"To love is to share the truth ...the suffering ... the humdrum ...the dream .. .all of it. My friend Skip loves
that way .. .with his poet eyes fixed upon the moment. He knows the value of real 'monkey wine'."
Ram Dass - spiritual philosopher and teacher
"Skip Robinson's poetry is reminiscent of that of Wallace Stevens in his sharpness of imagery, sensitive
touch, and jewel-like precision ...a pleasure to read."
Stanley McNail - poet and publisher
"Skip Robinson strikes the truth like a Buddhist bell. His poetry expands the soul."
Patricia Ellsberg - activist and philanthropist
About Standing on a Whale Fishing for Minnows:
"A fine, honest poetic line. Reading like so many delicate stories. A pleasure."
Susan Griffin, poet and activist
"Skip Robinson is a powerful, moving writer whose poems are capable of focusing both on the extremely
concrete and specific as well as on, through sequence and juxtaposition of specifics, much larger issues:
the recent California earthquake, the Persian Gulf War. His poetry requires both solitude and meditation
for its accomplishment and is one of meditation through clear visual perceptions. The poems often take
place in the present tense, and they seek to move us, by way of the immediacies of his life, toward a
powerful sense of real presence. His poetry continually opens us to the world."
Jack Foley, Editor, Poetry USA

